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of the error of lead angle on a target to enable operating 
personnel to rapidly maneuver the vehicle for projectile 
collision with the target whether the target is visible or 
invisible. 

These and other objects, advantages, features and uses 
will become more apparent as the description proceeds 
when considered along with the drawing, in which: 
FIGURE 1 illustrates in block diagram the flow of sig 

nal information for the all-weather gun fire control Sys 
tem, director mode; 

FIGURE, 2 illustrates a modification of this gun fire 
control system, director mode; 
FIGURE 3 illustrates a schematic wiring diagram of 

computer 21 of FIGURES 1 and 2; and 
FIGURE 4 illustrates a schematic wiring diagram of 

computer 20 of FIGURES 1 and 2. 
Referring more particularly to FIGURE 1, there is 

shown a projectile fire control system which may be car 
ried by a vehicle such as an aircraft, ship, or the like. 
For the purpose of illustration and explanation of the 
invention, let it be assumed that the fire control system 
is being carried by a fighter aircraft having fixed guns 
oriented with the gun lines parallel in alignment with the 
longitudinal center line of the aircraft and rocket launch 
ers preset for proper angle of attack in the airstream from 
the aircraft. The fire control system includes a radar 
device () having a rotatable antenna E1 for seeking out 
targets. The radar may be of any well known auto 
matic tracking type which produces signal information 
outputs of azimuth and elevation of any target detected. 
The azimuth and elevation signal information is trans 
mitted over the functional leads 12 and 3 to a difference 
circuit 14. The circuit 14 may be any difference circuit 
for producing the difference in alternating current (A.C.) 
signals, although a specifically designed difference circuit 
as disclosed in the application, Serial Number 848,873, 
may be used. The azimuth and elevation signal infor 
mation is developed by resolvers within the radar device 
to produce alternating current voltage signals by way of 
self-synchronous transmitter means to produce specific 
fields representative of the azimuth and elevation of the 
target. The radar device 10 is also capable, as is well 
known, to produce a variable direct current voltage signal 
by way of the functional lead 15 representative of the 
target range. As is understood in the art, a predetermined 
number of yards may be represented as one volt in the 
range intelligence signal whereby the exact range from a 
known range voltage may be determined. The radar de 
vice 10 is preferably of the type to set the antenna in a 
rotating search mode and to automatically switch to a 
tracking mode when a target appears whereby the antenna 
follows the target, as is well understood in the art of radar 
detection systems. 

In addition to the radar detection system, the all 
weather fire control system includes circuitry which uti 
lizes the information derived from the radar to compute 
proper lead angles so that the guns or rockets of the 
aircraft, or the like, may be fired to cause projectile and 
target collision. In this all-weather fire control system 
the range voltages conducted by the functional lead 5 
are applied in parallel to a computer circuit 20 and to a 
computer circuit 2:... The computers 20 and 2 will be 
described in detail in the description of FIGURES3 and 
4. The computer circuit 21 computes each range volt 
age into range rate or the rate at which the target and 
the vehicle are closing. This range rate voltage is also 
applied by the functional conductor 22 to the computer 
circuit 20. Several factors, which are necessary in mak 
ing the computations of a fire control problem, are also 
applied to the computer circuit 20 and are shown in block 
diagram in FIGURES 1 and 2. The factors to be con 
sidered are the ammunition data represented by the block 
23, the attack and skid angles represented by the block 
24, the accelerometer measurements represented by the 
block 25, the air density represented by the block 26, 
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4 
and the indicated air speed represented by the block 27. 
The ammunition data and the attack and skid angles may 
have voltage signals applied by way of the functional 
conductors 28 and 29 which voltages are developed and 
manually adjustable as will be described more fully in 
the description of FIGURES 3 and 4. The settings of 
these two informational devices are different for bullets 
and rockets and it will be necessary for operating per 
Sonnel to make the proper settings for the type of pro 
jectile used. The accelerometer, air density, and indicat 
ed air speed voltage signals are usually developed from 
instrumentation in the aircraft and these voltage signals 
are automatically transmitted by way of functional con 
ductors 30, 3, and 32, to the computer circuit 20. The 
computer circuit 20 accepts and utilizes the voltage sig 
nals of range, range rate, and the other abovementioned 
voltage information of factors necessary to solve the pro 
jectile firing problem to produce signal information in 
Currents representative of range, azimuth, and elevation. 
The output current signal information of range is trans 

mitted by the functional conductor 35 through a current 
amplifier 36 to the range coils of an eddy-current gyro 
Scope 37. The deflection or offset currents representa 
tive of azimuth and elevation are transmitted by way 
of the functional leads 38 and 39 through the current 
amplifier 36 to the offset or deflection coils of the eddy 
current gyroscope 37. The eddy-current gyroscope with 
specific description of the range and offset coils is spe 
cifically shown and described in the aforementioned Pat 
ent Number 2,900,825, of E. Frank Echolds and Paul L. 
Brink, and will not be further described herein. The 
range signal currents transmitted by way of the func 
tional lead 35 are obtained in the computer circuit 29 
by computation using primarily the range, range rate, in 
dicated air speed, air density, and ammunition data volt 
age signals. The elevational currents transmitted by way 
of the functional conductors 39 are derived primarily 
from voltage information of the accelerometer and the at 
tack and skid angle devices, and from the range Currents 
computed above. The deflection of offset currents for 
azimuth transmitted by way of the functional conductors 
38 are derived in the computer circuit 20 primarily from 
the range voltage applied over the functional lead 15 and 
the attack and skid angle voltage applied over the func 
tional lead 29 from the component 24. The Irange cur 
rents will produce a magnetic field in the eddy-current 
gyroscope range coils to cause a precessing force which 
allows a finite lead angle to be produced by the aircraft, 
or the like, whenever a turningrate is generated by ma 
neuvering into a position of gun or rocket firing. The 
offset currents of azimuth and elevation presented by the 
conductors 38 and 39, respectively, deflect the gyroscope 
in the manner computed, together with the Irange current 
information, to effect a lead angle necessary for gun or 
rocket firing in accordance with the information sub 
Ditted to the computer circuit 20 by the functional leads 
i5 and 22 and the data devices 23 to 27, inclusive, 
The deflection intelligence of the eddy-current gyrro 

Scope is provided by alternating current Voltage signals 
transmitted by a self-synchronous transmitter on each of 
the gimbaled axes of the eddy-current gyroscope as is more 
fully shown and described in the aforementioned Patent 
Number 2,900,825. These informational signals are trans 
mitted by way of the conductors 40 and 4 to the differ. 
ence circuit 4. The information signals coming by way 
of the functional leads 40 and 41 are representative of 
the computed lead angle to fire on a Specific target while 
the information signals coming by way of the functional 
leads 12 and 13 from the radar are representative of the 
actual lead angle or angle of deviation of the target from 
the gun lines of the aircraft. The difference of these 
two informational signals, that is of the azimuth and of 
the elevation, produces co-ordinate Voltage signals on the 
functional output leads 42 and 43 which represent the 
error lead angle or the angle of error both in azimuth and 
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elevation which the aircraft should fly, when corrected, 
to bring the gun lines into position to effectively cause 
projectile and target collision. These error voltage sig 
nals are amplified in amplifier 45 and demodulated in the 
demodulator 46 which may be of a phase sensitive recti 
fier type to produce error voltage signals in azimuth and 
elevation suitable for application to the deflection circuits 
of a cathode ray tube. 56. For a desirable presentation, a 
time-sharing circuit may be used in the circuit between 
the demodulator 46 and the cathode ray tube 58 to present 
a plurality of informative signals on the screen 53 of the 
cathode ray tube. The time-sharing circuit 47 may be 
used to cause two simultaneous displays on the screen 51 
of the cathode ray tube 50 to aid operating personnel in 
effectively firing on the target. The error signals com 
ing from the difference circuit 14 will cause a fluorescent 
pip to be produced as a steering dot 52, and a second 
representation shown by a donut-shaped steering circle 
53, which is usually approximately one-fifth of the dis 
tance from the steering dot 52 to the center of the cathode 
ray tube screen 51, may be created from the error signals 
at reduced amplitude. The screen 51 of the cathode 
ray tube 56 may be divided into quadrants by lines or 
by other grid means, as desirable. The steering circle 
53 is produced in any well-known manner in the cathode 
ray tube electronics by applying two sine wave voltages 
in out-of-phase relation to the deflection circuits to pro 
duce this circular pattern commonly known as cine of 
'ilissajous’’ figures. As described more fully in the 
above-mentioned patent application of the all-weather 
fire control system, the pilot or operating personnel need 
only to maneuver the aircraft to reduce the lead error 
angle to zero at which time the steering dot 52 is within 
the steering circle 53 and both are lying on the center 
of the cathode ray tube screen 5i, this center represent 
ing the gun line or longitudinal reference line of the 
aircraft. 
As also more fully described in the aforementioned 

patent application Serial Number 843,873 of the all 
weather gun fire control system, information signals 
from the computer circuit 20 may likewise be applied 
to a gyroscope sight unit 66 which includes range coils 
and deflection or offset coils in a constructional man 
mer similar to that of the constrained eddy-current gyro 
scope 37. The range current information will be supplied 
by the functional lead 35' and the azimuth and eleva 
tional signal information will be supplied by the func 
tional leads 33' and 39'. While the deflection or offset 
current signals are coupled to leads 38 and 39, respec 
tively, prior to current amplifier 36, it may be under 
stood that the current signals 38' and 39' may be taken 
Subsequent to current amplification, where desirable. 
The sight unit produces a fixed reticle and a movable 
reticle on a transparent plate 61 of the sight unit or the 
windshield of the aircraft as may be desired. As is well 
understood of the sight unit, the fixed reticle represents 
the gun line or longitudinal reference line of the aircraft 
whereas the movable reticle illustrates the lead angle 
for proper gun firing to cause projectile-target collision. 
As more clearly described in the prior-mentioned ap 
plication Serial Number 848,873, of the all-weather gun 
fire control system, operating personnel may actually 
view the target and get proper bearing by bringing the 
target to the center of the movable reticle. At the 
time the target is at the center of the movable reticle 
on the sight unit glass plate 6i, the steering dot and 
steering circle should be concentric over the center of 
cathode ray tube screen 5:. 
The above description sets cut briefly the combination 

and advantages of the all-weather gun fire control system 
fully shown and described in the prior-mentioned patent 
application Serial Number 848,873, for that system. The 
description is repeated here to more fully provide a basis 
for the circuit modification to make the all-weather gun 
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is the subject matter specifically of the present invention. 
The present invention contemplates feeding back the error 
azimuth and elevation signals transmitted by way of the 
functional conductors 42 and 43 on functional con 
ductors 65 and 66 through a power amplifier 67 and a 
demodulator 58 to impress this azimuthai and elevational 
error voltage signal information on the deflection or offset 
currents applied to the azimuthal and elevational offset 
coils of the eddy-current gyroscope 37. The azimuth 
signal coming by way of the functional conductors 12, 42, 
and 65, is applied by the functional conductors 69 to 
the deflection or offset azimuth currents in the conductors 
38. Likewise, the elevation signal information coming 
by way of the functional leads 13, 43, and 66, is applied 
by the functional leads 70 to the elevational deflection or 
offset currents in the functional leads 39. While it is 
shown and described that the azimuthal and elevational 
feedback voltages applied by way of 69 and 70, respec 
tively, are coupled to the functional conductors 38 and 
39 in the current amplifier 36, it is to be understood that 
this coupling may be made before or after the current 
amplifier with suitable results, it only being necessary to 
apply these error signals through isolating means as is 
Wei understood in the art. Four leads, that is, two leads 
38, two leads 39, two leads 69, and two leads 70, are 
shown since the application of the currents to the deflec 
tion or offset coils of the gyroscope 37 is arranged to be 
additive in one offset coil and subtractive in the com 
panion offset coil for each azimuthal or elevational plane, 
as better understood from the description in the prior 
mentioined Pateint Number 2,900,825 and application Seri 
al Number 848,873 of the all-weather fire control system. 
Since the application of the azimuthal and elevational 
voltages in 69 and 70 is applied to substantially zero 
impedance circuits, the addition or subtraction of the 
feedback is equivalent to current feedback which decreases 
the offset of the eddy-current gyroscope to produce output 
information signals on the informational conductors 40 
and 45 to more nearly correspond to the actual informa 
tion signals coming from the radar by way of the func 
tional conductors 2 and 3. This, in effect, produces a 
much more rapid response of computation which will be 
displayed upon the cathode ray tube screen 51 so that 
operating personnel can actually watch the maneuvering 
of their aircraft by the instantaneous and continuous re 
sponse of the error lead angles represented by the steer 
ing dot 52 and steering circle 53. Without the benefit 
of the feedback circuit of this invention, operating person 
nel could only maneuver the aircraft to a position of 
orientation as a result of guessing the correction needed 
from the display shown and then wait to see if their new 
orientation was correct by Watching the results of com 
putations by the positioning of the steering dot and steer 
ing circle. By use of this invention, including the feed 
back circuit, the steering dot and steering circle would 
immediately respond to display the moving of the aircraft 
whereby aircraft personnel could readily and instanta 
neously determine when the error lead angle became zero . 
at which time the aircraft would be in position to effect 
projectile-target collision. it may be noted that in this 
illustrated combination the feedback circuit would not 
disturb the results produced by the sight unit 66 but only 
decrease the response time for the display on the cathode 
ray tube which cathode ray tube display is used by operat 
ing personnel for unseen targets as when the target is 
concealed by inclement weather, darkness, smokescreen, 
or the like. 

Referring more particularly to FIGURE 2, the same 
basic all-weather fire control system combination of com 
ponents is used as shown and described for FIGURE 1 
and these components bear like reference characters with 
those of the corresponding components of FIGURE 1. 
In this modification a sight unit 75 is used which is con 
trolled by a self-synchronous or synchromotive means 

fire control system operate in the director mode which is to position the movable reticle for azimuth and elevation. 

- - 
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The sight unit 75 casts fixed and movable reticies on 
the transparent plate 6 or windshield of the aircraft in 
the same manner as described for the sight unit 6 of 
FIGURE 1. The self-synchronous receivers of the sight 
unit 75 receive signal information from the radar (), 
taking the information from the functional conductors 12 
and 13 for the azimuthal and elevational information sig 
nas, respectively, over the functional conductors 76 and 
77 to an adding circuit 73. A feedback from the dif 
ference circuit 4 by way of the functional leads 42 and 
43 is also applied to the adding circuit 73 by way of the 
functional leads 79 and 88. The difference of the actual 
azimuth and elevation is added to or subtracted from the 
error signals coming by way of the feedback to produce 
resulting self-synchronous or synchro signals over the 
functional conductors 3 and 82 to the sight unit 75. By 
this construction it may be readily realized that the sight 
unit 75 wil operate in the director mode the same as the 
director node operation for the cathode ray tube 5t. in 
this manner the operating personnel will redirect the air 
craft to bring the steering dot 52 on the cathode ray 
tube 5 within the steering circle 53 overlaying the axis 
of the cathode ray tube 58 which, at the same time, will 
bring the noviable reticle on the glass plate 6 to be Super 
imposed over the target with equal rapidity. In the prior 
case where operating personnel redirect the aircraft for 
fire control on an unseen target the cathode ray tube 
53 is used, but in the latter instance the sight unit is used 
for visible targets. The construction of FIGURE 2 has 
an advantage for operating personnel in that the displays 
on the cathode ray tube screen and on the sight unit glass 
plate are of equal speed in showing the correction caused 
by maneuvering. 
While the computers 20 and 2 may be of any type to 

produce the output currents in range, azimuth, and eleva 
tion for the eddy-current gyroscope 37, the computers 
used in the basic all-weather fire control system of the 
above-mentioned patent application, Serial Number 
848,873, will be shown and described herein for con 
venience in understanding the invention. Referring more 
particularly to FIGURE 3, where computer 2, is illus 
trated in broken fines, the radar range input signal coming 
by way of conductor 15 is applied to the grid of the 
vacuum tube section 10 A. This is a cathode follower 
circuit and its purpose is to reproduce the input signal 
with negligible loading on the input circuit. The output 
of the cathode follower circuit is connected through a 
resistor 02 and a differentiating capacitor 63 to the grid 
of the amplifier tube section 10B. Negative feedback 
from the cathode of an output tube E04 through resistors 
5 and 6 is also applied to the grid of tube section 

ECB, the resistor $65 being adjustable. Capacitor 107 
with resistor (2 forms a filter circuit which tends to 
attenuate any extraneous high frequency inputs arising 
from noise pickup, hum, power Supply ripple, et cetera, 
which may be present in the radar input signal. 
The output of the amplifier 10B is connected through 

the circuit consisting of resistor 68 and capacitor 89 
to the grids of the output tube 04. Capacitor 69 allows 
high frequencies, which are not stopped by resistance iO2 
and capacitor 107, to pass. Tube 64 is a cathode fol 
lower which reproduces its input signal. 

Resistors 19, E1, and 68, form a voltage divider 
which establishes the anode voltage for tube section 161B 
and the grid voltage for tube 64. Resistors 3, 4, 
and 15, form a biasing circuit for the cathode of tube 
section 6B. The resistor 14 is variable and is used 
to be adjusted so that with zero input to the grid of tube 
section 16EB there will be a zero potential at the cathode 
of tube G4. The presence of the resistance 1:5 causes 
a degenerative process which reduces the effective gain of 
the amplifier. This effect is eliminated by connecting the 
resistance 16 from the cathode of the output tube 104 
to the cathode of the amplifier tube section & B. This 
prodices a regenerative effect and the value of resistance 
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16 is chosen to overcompensate, thus producing a net 
increase in gain. 
The output slope factor is determined primarily by 

the value of the differentiating capacitor E.63 and the 
resistors 65 and 66 since for any given range-rate the 
charging current depends on the value of this resistance. 
The accuracy and stability of the unit depends to a great 
extent on these components. The differentiating capacitor 
13 must have negligible leakage over the entire range of 
operating temperatures. Accurate adjustment of the slope 
factor is made by adjusting the variable resistance 105. 

Neon tube if permits quick recovery from overload 
ing. Since ail changes in range-volts input appear on the 
grid of tube section (SB, the circuit may overload since 
only a limited charging current is available through the 
resistance 16. A very rapid decrease in range could 
result in large negative voltages at the grid of tube section 
353 and the computer might become inoperative for 

several seconds except for the presence of the neon tube 
257 which breaks down during a negative overload and 
provides a low impedance path enabling the capacitor 103 
to charge quickly to the required voltage. Other resist 
ances in the circuit not particularly identified by reference 
character establish biasing voltages for the amplifier and 
output tubes in a manner well understood in the art and 
will not therefore be specifically described. 
With the operating voltages placed on the circuitry, as 

illustrated in FGURE 3, let it be assumed that a con 
stant range-volts input signal exists on input 5. The grid 
of the amplifier E{SB and the cathode of the output tube 
1943 will then be at zero potential. Now assume that the 
range voltage decreases (range voltage is always posi 
ive). The cathode of tube section 583A becomes negative 
and the differentiating capacitor 33 discharges through 
resistances 05 and 66. The rate at which this capacitor 
discharges is proportional to the rate of change of the 
applied voltage or, mathematically speaking, it is propor 
tional to the derivative of the applied voltage. Thus a 
negative voltage proportional to the rate of change of the 
input signal is applied to the grid of the amplifier tube 
section 01B. Current flow through tube section 101B 
decreases, causing the anode of tube section 10B and 
the grids of tube 104 to become more positive. This 
calises the current flow through tube 104 to increase and 
the cathode of this tube to become positive. The po 
tential at the cathode of tube 184 is the range-rate signal 
conducted to the output thereof over a conductor 22. It 
is also fed back to the grid of the amplifier, thus decreas 
ing the initial effect of the positive voltage. The range 
rate out signal is positive for decreasing range signals on 
the input 15 and negative for increasing range signals 
on the input 15, and proportional to the rate at which 
range is changing. 

Referring to FIGURE 4, the computer shown in block 
by the reference character. 20 in FIGURES 1 and 2 is 
included within the block enclosed by broken lines in 
this figure. The inputs 23 to 27, inclusive, are shown 
within dotted lines outside the main block 20 with the 
circuitry within these small blocked areas representative 
of the general circuit means for developing the respective 
input signals to the computer 20. The computer 20 is 
shown partly in block diagram and partly in circuit dia 
gram with functional leads having arrows thereon repre 
sentative of the direction that information is traveling 
through the computer to provide the three-output informa 
tional intelligence of elevational currents, range currents, 
and azimuthal currents for the lead computing gyroscope 
37. The computer utilizes a number of phase-balance 
computers, which are referred to herein as PBC-1, PBC-2, 
et cetera, by legends thereon in preference to reference 
characters since it is believed such identification will 
make the diagram of this computer more readily under 
standable. As is well understood in the art, phase 
balance computers have magnetic amplifiers therein which 
make then readily adaptable for use as multipliers, in 
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E5 and the range rate signals from the computer 2, over 
the functional lead 22 together with the input signals 
coming from the elements 23 to 27, inclusive, to compute 
all of these input signals into the range currents, eleva 
tional currents, and azimuthai currents, produced on the 
outputs 35, 39, and 38, respectively, for the lead comput 
ing gyroscope 37. 
The operation of the computers 20 and 2 is believed 

to be clear and apparent from the description of FIG 
URES 3 and 4. together with their operative relation in 
the all-weather fire control system. Operating proce 
dures heretofore included to describe the all-weather fire 
control System, director mode, are believed to be clear 
but a brief description of operation will be given for the 
purpose of clarity. The radar 0 being of the automatic 
tracking type will become fixed on a target thereby to 
produce range, azimuth, and elevation signals as herein 
efore disclosed. If the target is invisible to the operating 

personnel for the reason of cloud formation, darkness, or 
otherwise, the operating personnel will watch the display 
on the cathode ray tube screen 51 in either embodiment 
of FC URE 1 or FIGURE 2. The steering dot and steer 
ing circle will display the relative position of the target 
and the reference line of the aircraft embodying this fire 
control system and operating personnel will redirect the 
aircraft to reduce the error signal for fire control to zero. 
That is, by redirecting the aircraft to cause the steering 
dot and steering circle to approach and ultimately be 
Superimposed over the axis of the cathode ray tube screen, 
the error for projectile and target collision is reduced to 
zero. The steering circle 53 gives a coarse indication of 
target position while the steering dot 52 is a vernier indi 
cation of error of target position. In the director mode 
of this fire control system, operating personnel can view 
instantaneously the results of their aircraft redirection 
by the display on the Screen 5 thus avoiding overshooting 
or overcorrection. When the error signal is reduced to 
zero, the gun projectile or rocket may be fired with the 
asSliance of projectile-target collision since all computa 
tions of the fire control problem have been computed as 
hereinabove shown and described and these computed re 
Sults are accounted for on the screen 51 presentation 
liness errors have been introduced by manual adjustment 
of the ammunition data device 23 or attack and skid 
angle device 24 or by some error of the elements 25, 26, 
or 27, which caused the computer 2 to produce errone 
cus range, azimuth, or elevation current signals to be ap 
plied to the eddy-current gyroscope 37. It is a natural 
thing for operating personnel, as the pilot or gunners, to 
direct the guns or rockets toward visual targets utilizing 
equipment necessary to Solve the lead angle for projectile 
target collision. Where the target is visibile, operating 
persoinnel will, in all probability, utilize the sight unit 69 
or 75 to effect this projectile-target collision. In the 
operation of the sight unit of FIGURE 1, operating per 
sonnel will redirect the aircraft to superimpose the mov 
able reticle over the visible target before firing. Since 
the sight unit 60 is not operating under the director-mode, 
some delay may be experienced in awaiting changes of 
the movable reticle on the sight unit. Where time is of 
the essence, operating personnel may refer to the cathode 
ray tube screen occasionally to see that they do not over 
shoot or overcorrect the redirection of the aircraft for 
proper projectile-target collision. The sight unit in FIG 
URE 2 is operating under the director mode and where 
the target is visible there is no necessity for the operating 
personnel to view both the glass plate 61 and screen 51 
since there should be no overshooting or overcorrection 
by following the movable reticle and superimposing it 
over the target. The movable reticle will give instan 
taneous and continuous indications of lead angle for pro 
jectile-target collision, the same as the indications on the 
Screen 5. This enables the operating personnel to get 
a "fix' on a target and to fire the projectile for target 
destruction in the minimum of time without fear of over 
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shooting or overcorrection of the lead angle. Where the 
target may be visible part of the time and invisible part 
of the time, as by the target passing through cloud forma 
tions or Smokescreens, operating personnel may watch 
both displays of the cathode ray tube and the sight unit 
to effect projectile-target collision. The location of the 
cathode Fay tube and the sight unit should be such that 
operating personnel should not have to make any sub 
Stantial head or eye movement in viewing these two visible 
displays. 

While many modifications and changes may be made 
in the constructional details and the operation of the sys 
tem, it is to be understood that the two embodiments here 
in are illustrative of the preferred forms of the invention 
and are not intended to limit the invention except that it 
be inited only by the appended claims. 
We claim: 
1. En an all-weather projectile fire control system hav 

ing a radar target detection means providing actual azi 
muth, elevation, and range signal information with re 
Spect to a reference line, the actual azimuth and elevation 
signal information being conducted through one circuit 
to the deflection circuits of a cathode ray tube to pro 
vide actual azimuth and elevation signal information for 
the Cathode ray tube co-ordinate display, and the range 
signal information together with signal information rep 
resenting factors affecting projectile trajectory being con 
ducted to computing circuits for computing said range 
and factor information into computed range, azimuth, and 
elevation signal information with respect to said reference 
line, Said computed range, azimuth, and elevation signal 
information being applied to an eddy-current constrained 
gyroscope to produce lead angle azimuth and elevation 
information signals, Said lead angle azimuth and eleva 
tional signal information being applied to said one circuit 
to modify said actual azimuth and elevational signal in 
formation to error lead angle azimuth and elevation in 
formation signals for co-ordinate display on the cathode 
ray tube to show the lead angle error between said ref. 
erence line and the target, the invention which comprises: 

a feedback circuit coupling each error lead angle azi 
muth and elevation information signal from points in 
Said one circuit between said application of said lead 
angle azimuth and elevation information signals and 
said cathode ray tube to points in said coupling be 
tween said computer and said eddy-current gyroscope 
to apply same to the respective computed azimuth 
and elevation information signals thereby adjusting 
Said error lead angle azimuth and elevation informa 
tion signals to provide instantaneous display on said 
cathode ray tube all relative movements of the target 
and the fire control system. 

2. In an all-weather projectile fire control system having 
a radar target detection means providing actual azimuth, 
elevation, and range signal information with respect to 
a reference line, the actual azimuth and elevation signal 
information being applied to a difference circuit the 
output of which is through a demodulator providing 
actual azimuth and elevation signal information applied 
to the deflection circuits of a cathode ray tube, the range 
signal information, together with signal information 
representing factors to effect projectile and target col 
lision, being conducted to computing means for producing 
computed azimuth and elevation signal information on 
the output thereof with respect to said reference line 
calculated to effect projectile target collision, this com 
puted azimuth and elevation information output being 
applied to an eddy-current constrained gyroscope to pro 
duce lead angle azimuth and elevation information sig 
nals, said lead angle azimuth and elevation signal informa 
tion being applied to the difference circuit to modify 
said actual azimuth and elevation signal information to 
produce error azimuth and elevation signal information 
for display on the cathode ray tube, and a sight unit 
coupled to receive the computed azimuth and elevation 
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signal information for positioning a sighting reticle, the 
invention which comprises: 

a feedback circuit coupling points between the difference 
circuit and the cathode ray tube to the eddy-current 
constrained gyroscope to feedback the error azimuth 
and elevation signal information from the difference 
circuit to the eddy-current constrained gyroscope for 
producing adjusted azimuth and elevation informa 
tion signals to speed up the response time of com 
putation and of the display on the cathode ray tube 0. 
and to position the sighting reticle of the sight unit 
in response to computed azimuth and elevation in 
formation signals whereby a continuous display and 
rapid signal response of the misalignment of the 
target from said reference line for projectile fire 
control to effect projectile and target collision is 
presented on said cathode ray tube and whereby a 
continuous display and slow signal response of the 
misalignment of the target from said reference line. 
for projectile fire control to effect projectile and 
target collision is presented on said sight unit. 
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3. In an all-weather gunfire control system as set forth 
in claim 2 wherein said feedback circuit coupling a point 
between said difference circuit and said cathode ray tube 
is between said difference circuit and said demodulator. 

4. In an all-weather gun fire control system as set forth 
in claim 3 wherein said feedback circuit includes an 
amplifier and a demodulator in series to demodulate the 
error azimuth and elevation signal information applied 
to the eddy-current constrained gyroscope. 

5. In an all-weather projectile fire control system having 
a radar target detection means providing actual azimuth, 
elevation, and range signal information, the actual azimuth 
and elevation signal information being applied to a dif 
ference circuit the output of which is fed through a de 
modulator to a cathode ray tube providing signal infor 
mation for actual azimuth and elevation co-ordinate volt 
ages for target display, the range signal information 
together with signal information representing factors 
affecting projectile trajectory for projectile-target collision 
being applied to computing circuits to produce computed 
azimuth and elevation signal information to effect target 
hit by the projectile which computed azimuth and eleva 
tion signal information is applied to the difference cir 
cuit for producing error azimuth and elevation signal 
information to display on the cathode ray tube, and the 
first-mentioned actual azimuth and elevation signal infor 
mation being coupled to a sight unit for positioning a 
sight reticle for effective gun firing on a visible target, 
the cathode ray tube and the sight unit providing informa 
tion for the firing of a projectile to effect projectile and 
target collision of visible and invisible targets, the inven 
tion which comprises: 

a feedback circuit coupling the output of the difference 
circuit with the output of the computing circuits and 
with the coupling of the actual azimuth and eleva 
tion signal information to the sight unit for applying 
the error azimuth and elevation signal information 
respectively to the computed azimuth and elevation 
signal information and respectively to the actual 
azimuth and elevation signal information to the sight 
unit whereby signal response is rapid to display rela 
tive movements of the fire control system with respect 
to the target. 

6. In a fire control system as set forth in claim 5 where 
in said feedback circuit coupling the output of said dif 
ference circuit with the output of said computing circuits 
includes an amplifier and a demodulator in series. 
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7. In a fire control system as set forth in claim 6 where 
in said feedback circuit coupling the output of said differ 
ence circuit with the output of said computing circuits is 
through a low impedance coupling. 

8. In an all-weather projectile fire control system for 
target pursuit vehicles providing a director mode of 
operation comprising: 

a radar target detection device for providing actual azi 
muth, elevation, and range information signals of a 
detected target; 

a demodulator and a cathode ray tube; 
a difference circuit coupled to receive the actual azi 

muth and elevation information signals from the 
radar device, having the output thereof coupled 
through said demodulator to the deflection circuits 
of said cathode ray tube for displaying error lead 
angles for correction to effect projectile-target col 
lision; 

devices representing factors affecting projectile trajec 
tory 

computer circuits coupled to receive the actual range. 
signal information from said radar device and volt 
age signal information from said devices represent 
ing factors affecting projectile trajectory to produce 
range current signal information and computed azi 
muth and elevation current signal information rep 
resentative of the lead angle for firing a projectile 
at the target; ? 

an eddy-current constrained gyroscope coupled to re 
ceive said current signals for producing computed 
azimuth and elevation voltage signal information of 
the lead angle coupled to said difference circuit, the 
difference in the actual azimuth and elevation sig 
nal information from said radar and said computed 
azimuth and elevation signal information respec 
tively producing azimuth and elevation error signals 
of lead angies for said display on said cathode ray 
tube; 

and a feedback circuit coupling the azimuth and eleva 
tion error signals of lead angle to the respective 
computed azimuth and elevation couplings from said 
computing circuits to said eddy-current constrained 
gyroscope to apply said azimuth and elevation error 
signals of lead angle, respectively, to said computed 
azimuth and elevation current signal information 
whereby the error signals of lead angles are rapidly 
computed with changes of relative position and ori 
entation of the fire control system and the target 
to enable vehicle personnel to acquire fire control 
system attitude for projectile-target collision. 

9. An all-weather projectile fire control system as set 
forth in claim 8 wherein said coupling of said feedback 
circuit includes a power amplifier and a demodulator for 
feeding back unidirectional current signals corresponding 
to said error signals, said coupling between said computer 
circuits and said eddy-current constrained gyroscope being 
of substantially zero impedance. 
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